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True cinema sound with pioneering
wireless freedom – the STR-DN1030
Home Cinema Network AV Receiver
· Experience movies with detailed, true-to-life cinema sound
· Stream all your media with built-in AirPlay and Wi-Fi®
· Flexible connectivity for every HD device with 5 HDMI ports
State-of-the-art cinema sound
The
World’s first wireless AV receiver
The STR-DN1030 is truly a pioneering product. It’s the world’s first AV
receiver with built-in wireless connectivity. So you can stream songs
effortlessly from your iPhone®, iPod® or iPad® with built-in AirPlay, or play
music and movies from your PC, tablet and other networked devices with
built-in Wi-Fi®. Built-in wireless also gives you access to a limitless world of
on-demand entertainment through the Sony Entertainment Network,
featuring more than 15 million songs, and internet radio from thousands of
stations around the world.
Every detail of every sound
From the subtle nuance of a whisper to the deep boom of an explosion, the
STR-DN1030 brings every aspect of film soundtracks to life in rich, detailed
audio with crystal clarity. It even calibrates the perfect sound for your home
cinema room, using Advanced Digital Cinema Auto Calibration to optimise
surround sound based on the speaker positions.
Tailor your ideal sound
Enhance your listening pleasure with a range of acoustic modes, from Jazz
Club to Sport – so you can select the best sound setting for your
entertainment. There’s even a mode that re-creates the soaring dynamics of
the Berliner Philharmonic concert hall, for a truly classical sound.

Substance, style and smart connections
The STR-DN1030 isn’t just professionally engineered to perform brilliantly –
it boasts the elegant looks and solid design you’d expect from Sony. It
stylishly incorporates simple yet powerful controls with a complete range of
device connectivity options, including five HDMI inputs, one HDMI output, a
USB 2.0 input and – for the first time ever in an AV receiver – built-in Wi-Fi
and AirPlay. The STR-DN1030 works with the Sony Media Remote app so you
can use your smartphone or tablet as a remote control.
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Sony Corporation is a creative entertainment company with a solid
foundation of technology. From game and network services to music,
pictures, electronics, semiconductors and financial services - Sony's purpose
is to fill the world with emotion through the power of creativity and
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